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â€œThe Collective give a deep invitation to finally free ourselves from the illusion of lack and hard
work programming, and to open up to a new system . . . where we can freely use our co-creational
abilities.â€• â€“ Moncef Afkir, Host, Your Divine Uniqueness telesummit"A must-read for awakening
into the higher vibrational frequencies, and mastering the tools of the 5th dimension." -Â Patty Malek
~ Soul Life MediaÂ "Heartfelt gratitude for this amazing, Soul-awakening manual . . . tears of joy,
remembering Who I Am and why I'm here." - Mari, Lightworker, Arizonaâ€œAn enlightening read
which clearly explains why there is no such thing as â€˜lack,â€™ thatÂ abundance is everywhere,
and how to attain and create it . . . Leaves the reader with a feeling of contentment and hope for the
future.â€•Â - Michael, Lightworker,Â ConnecticutChanneled from the Collective,Â theÂ new Fifth
Dimensional Life series begins withÂ Abundance For All.The Collective are a group ofÂ Galactic
and Angelic Beings who include the Ascended Masters, legions of Angels and Archangels, the
elementals of Earth, Air, Water, Fire, and Ether, and other Guides and Light Beings.They are here
to supportÂ us as we Ascend into fifth dimensional living.TheirÂ latest book is practical
andÂ empowering, full of higher energies and the insights of the higherÂ realms.With complete
understanding of human life and its daily challenges, each chapter offers much-needed higher
insights, wisdom, and practical directionÂ on issues such as:Dealing with the Energies of the
Current Money SystemChanging Your Abundance BlueprintReleasing â€œStruggle and Hard
Workâ€• ProgrammingManifesting from a Fifth Dimensional LevelDealing with the Poverty Mindset of
Loved OnesUnderstanding the Timing of ManifestationsKeeping Money in Perspectiveâ€”and What
True Wealth and Abundance Look LikeJoin the Collective on this enlightening journey into fifth
dimensional living.It's time to experience true wealth, as weÂ transformÂ financial life on this
planet.Excerpt from Chapter 3 "On Dealing with the Energies of the Current Money System"There is
in the human race, by virtue of each personâ€™s soul presence, the ability to belie and deny the
illusion that you must â€œworkâ€• for your right to be alive, that you must, as they say, â€œpay to
live on your own planet.â€• That you must â€œearnâ€• a living, as if living was not an intrinsic right
and a great, unbuyable gift.And so the outlook you must have about money is to bless it and say, as
if you were speaking to a much-beleaguered friend, â€œI know that none of this is your fault, my
friend. I thank you, and I bless you with Light.â€•The system is indeed built upon the expectation of
greed, of unnecessary acquisition, of extreme unevenness in income and social status. It does
indeed hold some dark aspectsâ€”look at the symbolism of many a paper currency, and you will see
there symbols of oppression and the dark arts, proudly displayed.And yet, you are able to overcome
these shadowy intentions, just as the prisoner or the slave is able to sing in the cold and the

dark.Begin by blessing whatever money you have, whether in an account, or in your pocket. Put
your hand on it and say, â€œI now draw you up to a new level of service to the Light. Behold, all
things are new again!â€• In so doing, you are raising the admittedly low density of Earth money
energy to something far higher. You are raising it to its own higher purpose of doing good upon the
Earth. Of creating beautiful gardens, of healing and inspiring humanity, of investing in fifth
dimensional technology, and in the purification and healing of your water, air, and crops.Begin now
to treat two things very differently: all the money that you have or see, and your own ability to create
abundance, in all its forms . . . .
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This is the first book on abundance I've read that guides the reader in breaking soul contracts. I
needed this greatly, as I learned with the aid of a shaman that there are curses in my ancestral lines
and past lives in which I lived in great poverty. I came into this life too living in lack. I appreciated
Caroline's explanation of humanity's history of slavery and that awakening to our power includes
living in the flow of abundance, our birthright. Reading Caroline's work illuminated for me the limiting
beliefs that have kept me in fear and limitation. I was quite shocked in the beginning, as I became

aware of how many of these beliefs I hold and how much repressed guilt I held every time I
attempted to step into abundance! No wonder I've never earned over $45K/year (and that lasted for
only a few months). This book also helped me unload my shame around debt.I gave the book 4
stars instead of 5, because as I read it I actually entered one of the worst financial situations of my
entire life. I couldn't sleep. By focusing on the topic, I actually kept noticing how low my bank
account was getting. When I didn't see an increase, I demanded financial stability from my soul
family and guides--and saw nothing of the sort for days and days. I got phone calls and letters from
debtors and lost a few clients. This isn't the author's fault, though. I was over-focused on the topic
and somehow lowered my vibration. Once I shifted focus on the tiniest elements for which I'm
grateful (right down to the air I breathe) and engaged in joyful activity, things started to improve. I
recommend a chapter on how to handle emergency financial situations, because once we're in one
it can be so easy to spiral into fear and anger and wondering what we've done wrong.
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